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Secure Your Wealth

Request to Meet or Email us

Divorce cases can be a costly and painful process. At Cerbone Law, we take time to understand your particular
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needs and concerns and fight to protect your safety, your family, and your financial security.
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Contested Divorce Cases:

A member of our team will follow
up with you to sc hedule your visit.

When the parties can't agree on how to divide their assets or debts, or how to handle matters of custody and

SUBMIT

visitation, contested divorce litigation may be the only solution. Having an experienced lawyer with a reputation for
tough negotiation, in depth discovery (to locate all the assets), hard line questioning and cross-examination; can
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make a big difference.
SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER

Hiring the right counsel for a Georgia divorce just might be best financial decision you will ever make. It was for this
client:

Sign up for our mailing list to rec eive a monthly Savannah
law newsletter. Your privac y is assured.
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When the wife of a prominent neurosurgeon threatened to destroy his practice in a suit to end their 9-year
marriage, he turned to Cerb one Law to aggressively protect the wealth he'd worked so hard to acquire. It proved
to b e the right decision when he was awarded 95% of the $8 Million dollar marital estate.

Uncontested Divorce:
Even when you and your spouse agree to get divorced, having an attorney draft the paperwork, including the terms of
settlement, is important. Failing to address issues like who will pay for your children's insurance or college, for
example, can cost you money in the long run.

The Cerbone Law Blog
It's Nearly Always About the House
Real estate law is related to divorce law. Whether it is
the marital home and considerations of exclusive
possession, or issues arising from an asset as a
source of income, nearly every case requires us to
under- stand our client's rights and obligations and
provide advice and formulate strategy vis-à-vis real
property.
Read More

Alimony:
You need alimony payments to help you get back on your feet and to maintain the comfort and security you deserve,
but it isn't guaranteed. Are you eligible to receive it? How much can you get? Should you take a lump sum payment?
These are questions Cerbone Law can answer for you.

Because you stand to lose so much, you owe it to yourself and your loved ones to seek the very best divorce
attorneys to protect your interests. Call us today for your initial consultation.
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Savannah DUI Defense Lawyers

Legal Disclaimer: The results of all client matters depend on a variety of factors unique to each matter. Past successes do not predict or guarantee future successes.
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